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INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION
The GRPY program is a FORTRAN code to calculate the hydrodynamic properties of rigid macromolecules using Generalized
Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa approximation of hydrodynamic interactions (1, 2). The shape of a rigid macromolecule has to be
represented with a set of beads having different radii that can overlap. The GRPY calculates amongst others, translational
and rotational diffusion coefficients, rotational relaxation times, sedimentation coefficient, the position of mobility center and
intrinsic viscosity of a macromolecule. For the user’s convenience the GRPY accepts input in its own original format, hydro++
program format (3, 4) and US-SOMO generated bead_model format (5–7). We also provide tools to create a hydrated atom
(h-atom) bead model from pdb file.

AVAILABILITY, PERMISSIONS AND CITATIONS
The GRPY open source code is freely available for download and use under GNU General Public License version 3 from
• http://www.fuw.edu.pl/ piotrek/sofware website;
• GitHub https://github.com/pjzuk/GRPY repository with Zenodo listed DOI.
When using the program please cite
• this contribution (8);
• the generalized Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa method (1);
• the generalized Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa method for different sized beads (9);
• intrinsic viscosity of macromolecules with generalized Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa approximation (2).
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PACKAGE CONTENT
The GRPY package contains
• user guide;
• source code for the single core GRPY program compilation including LAPACK procedures (10);
• source code for the parallel plasmaGRPY program compilation;
• compiled single core GRPY program for Linux and Windows;
• compiled parallel plasmaGRPY program for Linux;
• input examples in GRPY, hydro++ and bead_model formats;
• PLASMA library (11) (needed to compile plasmaGRPY) installer.
Additional content
• scripts to generate a hydrated atom bead model from pdb file using the MSMS program (12).

PROGRAM COMPILATION AND EXECUTION
Precompiled executables
There are four precompiled executables ready to use after download:
• single core for Linux users:
GRPY/bin/GRPYLinux/GRPY.exe

• multi core for Linux users:
GRPY/bin/GRPYLinux/plasmaGRPY.exe

• single core 32bit version for Windows users:
GRPY/bin/GRPYWindows_x86/GRPY_x86.exe

• single core 64bit version for Windows users:
GRPY/bin/GRPYWindows_x64/GRPY_x64.exe

Compilation from source code
Source code for the single core version
GRPY/src/GRPY/GRPY.f
that needs additional BLAS/LAPACK routines, which are attached in the separate files
GRPY/src/lapackGRPY/lapack_dgsev.f
GRPY/src/lapackGRPY/lapack_dsyev.f
GRPY/src/lapackGRPY/lapblas_matinv.f.
For Linux users a suitable Makefile
Makefile
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is provided to compile the GRPY program from the source using the gfortran compiler. To compile the program inside the
GRPY folder execute
make -f Makefile linux
To clean/remove the compilation files
make -f Makefile clean
In addition, source code for the multiple core version is provided
GRPY/src/plasmaGRPY/plasmaGRPY.f
In order to compile plasmaGRPY program the PLASMA library has to be installed. The installer is provided in the
GRPY/ThirdParty/plasma-installer_2.8.0
folder. Please proceed with the instructions provided by the package and install the libraries in the default location. After
successful installation of PLASMA library in order to compile plasmaGRPY run
make -f Makefile plasmaLinux
The users of other operating systems should modify these scripts for their needs.

PROGRAM INPUT
The input file for the GRPY program can be prepared in three ways
• original format of GRPY;
• hydro++ program format by de La Torre et al. (3, 4);
• US-SOMO generated bead_model format (5–7).
For all of the above cases, example input files are attached in the
GRPY/examples
folder.

GRPY input file
For each model of a rigid molecule a separate input file needs to be prepared. It consists of two blocks. The first block contains
the general parameters of the model grouped in two columns. The first column contains the values of the parameters whereas
the second column contains a short description. Importantly, the first column should have 32 characters. The first block contains
1. Model name - a string with the model name,
2. Temperature - solution temperature T in Celsius,
3. Solvent viscosity - solvent viscosity η 0 in Poise,
4. Molecular weight - molecular weight Mw in Daltons,
5. Specific volume - specific volume of macromolecule v̄ in

f

cm3
g

g

,

6. Unit length - unit length in which bead coordinates and radii are given (in [cm]),
7. Number of beads - number of beads N that the program will read from the list that follows (it cannot be larger than the
number of listed beads)
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The second block comprises four columns of floating numbers separated by spaces. In the ith row the first three columns
contain the spatial coordinates (x i , yi , zi ) of the center of a bead, whereas the radius of the bead (ai ) is given in the fourth
one. All four entries are expressed in the length unit specified in thef first
we present an input file for
g block. As anf example
g
a rigid dumbbell (N = 2) of two touching spheres of radii a1 = 20 Å and a2 = 30 Å with the smaller one at the origin
f g
f g
of the coordinate system and the larger one placed at x 2 = 0 Å , y2 = 50 Å , z2 = 0. In the example given below there are
three lines specifying bead coordinates, however the third line is not read by the program because the number of particles has
been set to N = 2. On the other hand if N is larger than the number of provided lines the program will exit with an error. The
◦
particles are suspended in water of temperature
f 3 20
g [C] and viscosity of 0.01 [P] (Poise). The molecular weight of the particle
cm
is 1000 [Da] and the specific volume is 0.9 g . The particle positions and radii are given in the units of = 10−8 [cm].
rigid dumbbell
20.
0.01
1.E+3
0.9
1.0
1.E-8
2
0.0
0.0
0.0
50.0
0.0
0.0

Model name
Temperature
Solvent viscosity
Molecular weight
Specific volume
Solution density
Unit length [cm]
Number of beads
0.0
0.0
50.0

20.0
30.0
30.0

hydro++ input file
For the details about the structure of the hydro++ input file please refer to the hydro++ user manual (3, 4).

US-SOMO input file
For the details of the structure of the bead_model input file from US-SOMO program please refer to the user manual (5–7).
The input file does not specify the temperature or viscosity of the suspension. The GRPY program makes the assumption that
temperature is equal to T = 20 [C] and that the water viscosity is equal to η 0 = 1 [cP].

PROGRAM EXECUTION
For both Linux and Windows users the program needs to be executed from the command line. Here we give an example of the
the single core GRPY.exe program execution
In case of GRPY input format, program is executed as
<path to GRPY.exe> <path to GRPY input file>
In case of hydro++ input format the additional flag -d has to be added
<path to GRPY.exe> -d <path to hydro++ input file>
In case of US-SOMO generated bead_model format the additional flag -u has to be added
<path to GRPY.exe> -u <path to .bead_model input file>
In case of multi core plasmaGRPY.exe program the number of cores for calculation can be additionally specified using
system variable PROC_NUM. If not specified, the program will use a single core. The usage of multiple different input files is
the same as in the single core version. For example to run calculations using 5 cores on the US-SOMO file one enters
export PROC_NUM=5
<path to plasmaGRPY.exe> -u <path to .bead_model inupt file>
The number of cores used in calculation will not exceed the number of available physical cores. For details please refer to the
PLASMA library user guide.
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PROGRAM OUTPUT
All the information presented in the program output are the same for the GRPY, hydro++ and US-SOMO inputs however the
outputs for GRPY and US-SOMO inputs are displayed to the standard output whereas for the hydro++ input the output is
written to the file with filename <file name for output file>-GRPY.dat, where <file name for output
file> is specified in the hydro++ input file analogous to the original hydro++ program.
Here we present an example of a program output from the calculations for the non-symmetric dumbbell, for which the
input file is presented above and included in the examples folder
GRPY program
Hydrodynamic properties of the macromolecule
based on the Generalized Rotne-Prager-Yamakawa method
from the:

GRPY input file

Rotational diffusion coefficient:
Rotational relaxation times associated with
the Brownian relaxation of a vector:
-> Relaxation time (1):
-> Relaxation time (2):
-> Relaxation time (3):
Rotational relaxation times associated with
the Brownian relaxation of a traceless symmetric tensor:
-> Relaxation time (1):
-> Relaxation time (2):
-> Relaxation time (3):
-> Relaxation time (4):
-> Relaxation time (5):
Harmonic mean (correlation) time:
Sedimentation coefficient (Mw Dlt (1. - (vbar*rho))/(nA kB T)):
High frequency intrinsic viscosity eta oo:
Zero frequency intrinsic viscosity eta 0:

3.514E+03 [s^-1]

1.284E-04 [s]
1.284E-04 [s]
1.816E-04 [s]

3.899E-05
6.053E-05
5.319E-05
5.319E-05
3.899E-05
4.743E-05
2.493E-03

[s]
[s]
[s]
[s]
[s]
[s]
[Svedberg]

2.584E+05 [cm^3/g]
2.837E+05 [cm^3/g]

calculated using the origin
of the coordinate system:
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
as the reference point
in the standard reference frame:
e1: 1.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
e2: 0.000E+00 1.000E+00 0.000E+00
e3: 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.000E+00
Translational diffusion coefficient:
6x6 diffusion matrix:

Dtt

Dtr

Drt

Drr

9.137E-08
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
6.480E-08
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
9.137E-08

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
-9.479E-03

0.000E+00 9.479E-03
0.000E+00 -0.000E+00
0.000E+00 -0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00 -9.479E-03
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

2.753E+03
0.000E+00

0.000E+00 -0.000E+00
5.035E+03 -0.000E+00

8.251E-08 [cm^2/s]
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9.479E-03 -0.000E+00 -0.000E+00

-0.000E+00 -0.000E+00

2.753E+03

calculated using the mobility center:
x [cm]
y [cm]
z [cm]
0.000E+00 3.443E-06 0.000E+00
as the reference point
in the reference frame:
e1: 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 1.000E+00
e2: 1.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
e3: 0.000E+00 1.000E+00 0.000E+00
Translational diffusion coefficient:
6x6 diffusion matrix:

5.873E-08
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

Dtt

Dtr

Drt

Drr

0.000E+00
5.873E-08
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
6.480E-08

0.000E+00
-2.283E-18
0.000E+00

1.142E-18
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00 -2.283E-18
1.142E-18 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

2.753E+03
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
2.753E+03
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
5.035E+03

6.075E-08 [cm^2/s]

Radius of the sphere with equal:
Translational diffusion coefficient:
Rotational diffusion coefficient:
Rotational relaxation times associated with
the Brownian relaxation of a vector:
-> Relaxation time (1):
-> Relaxation time (2):
-> Relaxation time (3):
Rotational relaxation times associated with
the Brownian relaxation of a traceless symmetric tensor:
-> Relaxation time (1):
-> Relaxation time (2):
-> Relaxation time (3):
-> Relaxation time (4):
-> Relaxation time (5):
Mean relaxation time:
High frequency intrinsic viscosity eta oo:
Zero frequency intrinsic viscosity eta 0:
The output file provides the following information
1. Rotational diffusion coefficient Dr - where Dr = 13 TrDr with Dr defined as in Eq. (8) of Ref. (8);
2. Rotational relaxation times for rank 1 tensor τi - calculated in Eq. (18) of Ref. (8);
3. Rotational relaxation times for rank 2 tensor f i−1 : - calculated as in Eq. (C.1) of Ref. (8);
4. Harmonic mean (correlation) time: - harmonic mean calculated as in Eq. (32) of Ref. (8);
5. Sedimentation coefficient s - calculated as in Eq. (22) of Ref. (8);
 
6. High-frequency intrinsic viscosity η ∞ - calculated as in Eq. (27) of Ref. (8);
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3.534E-06 [cm]
3.579E-06 [cm]

4.988E-06 [cm]
4.988E-06 [cm]
5.598E-06 [cm]

3.352E-06
3.882E-06
3.718E-06
3.718E-06
3.352E-06
3.579E-06
3.447E-06
3.557E-06

[cm]
[cm]
[cm]
[cm]
[cm]
[cm]
[cm]
[cm]

 
7. Zero-frequency intrinsic viscosity η 0 - calculated as in Eq. (28) of Ref. (8);
8. Translational diffusion coefficient Dst (R0 ) calculated as in Eq. (19) of Ref. (8) in the original coordinate system (in
which the positions of the beads were given in the input file)
9. 6 × 6 diffusion matrix divided into four submatrices Dtt , Dtr , Drt , Drr calculated in the original coordinate system
10. Position of the mobility center of the particle Rmc see Ref. (8);
11. The reference frame ê1 , ê2 , ê3 in which the rotational diffusion matrix Drr is diagonal (given by the eigenvectors of Drr )
12. Long time diffusion coefficient Dlt = Dst (Rmc ) equal to the short time diffusion coefficient calculated with mobility
center as the reference point R0 = Rmc ;
13. 6 × 6 diffusion matrix divided into four submatrices Dtt , Dtr , Drt , Drr calculated in the reference frame ê1 , ê2 , ê3 with
mobility center as the reference point R0 = Rmc ;
14. List of radii of equivalent spheres that have the same hydrodynamic properties as the macromolecule

HYDRATED ATOM BEAD MODEL
In addition to the GRPY program we provide scripts that can be used to construct the hydrated atom (h-atom) model described
in the main text. The scripts are present in the
hydrAtom
folder. This is not a stand alone code and surface detection has to be done with MSMS program (12). The script
hydrAtom/pdbToHydrAtom
can be used to convert the pdb file to the .xyzr file containing positions and radii of surface atoms with the added hydration layer.
Inside this script absolute paths to the hydrAtom folder and folder containing MSMS program have to be specified. The script
hydrAtom/pdb_to_xyzrn_mod
is a slightly modified version of pdb_to_xyzrn script added to MSMS program, which allows it to be executed correctly from
another directory using the bash shell. Python (version 2.7) script
hydrAtom/msmsVertNameTohydrAtom.py
chooses the surface atoms from the .vert file resulting from execution of the MSMS program and adds the hydration radius. In
the very beginning of the file there is a dictionary with the amount of hydration waters associated with the residue. In case a
residue which is not listed appears, the program does not hydrate the residue and the radii of constituent atoms do not change.
Information about unknown residue is displayed to the standard error stream. Additionally if a GRPY header file (the first
block of of native GRPY input file) is present the complete input file for GRPY is generated. An example for an 1znf.pdb file is
attached in the
hydrAtom/examples
folder. After specifying appropriate paths one can execute the script (1znf.pdb and 1znf.header files are provided)
<path to pdbToHydrAtom script>

<path to 1znf.pdb file>

For example from inside the
hydrAtom
folder execute
./pdbToHydrAtom ./example/1znf.pdb
This will result in the output files
• example/1znf_noHET.pdb - pdb file without HETATM lines
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• example/1znf_noHET.xyzrn - x,y,z,radius,name file from pdb_to_xyzrn_mod script
• example/1znf_noHET.xyzrn_msms.face and 1znf_noHET.xyzrn_msms.vert files from MSMS program
• example/1znf_hydAtom.xyzr - x,y,z,radius file with hydrated radii of surface atoms
• example/1znf_hydAtom_GRPY - GRPY program input file
also the file example/1znf_hydAtom_GRPY_out resulting from the GRPY program is provided.
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